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Do you make enough revenue to achieve the vision, mission, and
purpose of your business or organization?
Do you want to be a business philanthropist focused on creating
goodness and prosperity in the community?
What is business philanthropy and how can you use it to generate
sustainable revenue for your non-profit or convert your for profit into a
philanthropic business?
Learn how to build a self-sustaining philanthropic business:
•
•
•
•

Need Identification
Strategic Planning
Solution Development
Test and Launch

Dr. Shinshuri is the living embodiment of the principles she brings to the
world, which is to live as an expression of unconditional love and to be
in direct deliberate action about her life purpose and desires. Her goal is
to create with real intention each day through her devotion to live and
be in philanthropic service for the expansion and evolution of humanity
through educational empowerment.
Dr. Shinshuri is a business philanthropist devoted to human evolution. Her
vision and mission is to ensure that more people through authentic living
and leadership development are able to live empowered by
eliminating the excuses that can get in the way of their human evolution
and personal prosperity.
Her first book Super Conscious Model for Living was published in 2011 to
support the Personal Transformation Leadership program at OT
Academy. Her newest book and CD Expressions of Unconditional Love
are also featured text for the personal Transformation Leadership
program.
Dr. Shinshuri lives in Sacramento, California where she continues to live
out her life purpose as a prolific writer, business philanthropist, producer,
and speaker. Her website is www.shinshuri.com.

Student Feedback
“The energy, pace, passion, and
knowledge was exceptional.”
“Dr. Shinshuri’s energy and passion
was phenomenal. The you can do it
too approach was fantastic.”
“It was great to experience and see
someone actually doing what they
are teaching. Well done!”
“The enthusiasm, information
sharing, and partnership displayed
made for an impressive learning
experience.”
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